
AN EXCITING  
NEW COLLECTION OF 
NOVELLAS 
FROM THE AUTHOR OF  
SAINT ARETINO 
Here are three tales of hope and isolation, of the power 
for the human will to attempt to the impossible, and to 
eventually uncover something within, something 
unknown. 

THREE UNIQUE STORIES 

I Can Be You has a sci-fi feel with real characters looking for a 
path forward. Pups Swift is an orphan flung into the adult world at 
age eighteen. He is quickly swept up into a world where people want 
to be remembered forever. Pups possesses an unusual genetic talent 
that has proven to be a financial windfall. But the desire to belong to 
someone is too strong of a draw. 

Blue Pond finds Eden Chance at the end of a long journey, in a 
small rural town, somewhere in the backwoods of the Appalachian 
Mountains. His multi-decade search takes a fortunate turn when he 
overhears several locals discussing the very thing he has been 
seeking. There are fish. 

The Obitist doesn’t like his latest assignment. His terse and 
sometimes indifferent approach to his promotion is met with an 
equally difficult first-client. This tale might be called the conclusion 
of the Scourge of Princes Trilogy. The protagonist for those novels, 
Santo Aretino, is killed by terrorists in Uganda. Because he led such 
an ambiguous life, The Obitist’s only job: To give the world the right 
account of this man’s life.  
 

Author Details 
Paul has been writing his entire life. He is a storyteller. His first 
public effort came with the creation of a financial website in 1999. 
Its unique approach brought interest from publishers, and in 2002, he 
signed on with McGraw-Hill. He wrote four financial books with them 
before parting ways in 2008. He spent the following years writing for 
various publications and eventually became an SEO content provider 
for small businesses. 
While he had boxes of novel ideas waiting to be finished, he chose to 
write a trilogy, Scourge of Princes. The final title in that series was 
published in 2019. 
He is married and lives in Portland, Oregon. 
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